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J Andrews, PL Walton. Cross-Border Warriors: Canadians in American Forces, Americans in Canadian Forces, if a few individuals from one village or township from Canada enlisted in a particular unit, other. Some French
Canadians from Quebec found their way into Louisiana regiments as well. French Canadian names also appear on the nominal rolls of many New England regiments. Canada-US border communities: What the people
have to say, the underlying similarities of the Canadian and American societies have rendered the border of little importance in the United States, and of great impor- tance in Canada. Fear from the absence of a significant
boundary between the two countries, whereas Canadians. Border-crossing sales, tax avoidance, and state tax policies: an application to alcohol, population under 21 years of age 0.153 0.97 -0.185 -1.26 % Fundamentalist
Christian -0.186 -6.25** -0.006 0.20 Tourism Proxy (Hotels rooms per capita) 195.638 9.06** 159.343 7.99** Canadian Border Dummy -0.0093. Canadians cross the border to buy liquor, and those. Crossing the Border from
Slavery to Freedom: The Building of a Community at Buxton, Upper Canada, whites and backed by the Presbyterian Church of Canada and philanthropic Canadians both black. Illuminates racial contact between blacks
and Canadian whites as well as prejudices, and as such serves as a window on the immigration and experiences of Canada. An innovation from across the line: The American drinker and liquor regulation in two Ontario
border communities, 1927-1944, different. Proprietors argued that they wanted to keep Canadian money in Canada, while the board wanted to keep Canadians out of the perceived morass of degradation that could be
found across the line. Relationships between tourism and international boundaries, today, the bars and liquor stores are still an important part of the tourist districts there, as prices are much lower than in the United
States. Mackay, JR (1958), 'The interactance hypothesis and boundaries in Canada: A preliminary study', Canadian Geographer. Health migration: Crossing borders for affordable health care, others have HMO or PPO
plans such as Blue Cross and Aetna, and the Canadians have Canadian. Robert Healy, and William R. Morrison (2002), Tracking the Snowbirds: Seasonal Migration from Canada to the USA and Mexico, American Review
of Canadian Studies.
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